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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on the multifaceted 
concepts of bones 
Many religious concepts refer to this issue 
such as the triumph over the forces of 
chaos, the legend of Osiris 
two sisters collected his limbs and bones 
together, and the myth of Khnum who 
creates the semen
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Tst 
these terms to 

                                        
1 I wish to express my gratitude to Mr. D. Jones for his 
corrections and insightful comments.
2 Wilson, Ptol. Lexikon, 20
3 Wilson, Ptol. Lexikon, 696.
4 Wilson, Ptol. Lexikon, 1069.
5 Wilson, Ptol. Lexikon, 1175. The survey of these words is based on
difference is used for several purposes such as punning and paronomas
magical potency of texts. 
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resurrection and regeneration of Osiris;1 AxAx means “be verdant” while HD is “white” or 
“silver'”2 in reference to the rejuvenation of the bones of Osiris. The other two words are 
linked with prototypical enemies.3 Qs usually refers to the bones of the hippopotamus or that 
of a foe while Tst is the backbone of a foe which has been chopped by the king. 

A broad spectrum of texts is related. They differed between the triumph over the 
forces of chaos4 and the hymens stating that the body of Osiris was revived by his two 
sisters when they collected the bones of his mummy. Khnum of Esna as a creator god 
increases the semen from the bones.5 The protective qualities of an amulet dedicated 
to the protection of the bones of the reigning pharaoh are emphasised. Also, the 
relevant texts in the daily rituals point to the king who purifies the head of the god and 
makes divine his bones with the ointment and water vessels. 

The offerings rituals, including the above concepts, are categorised as:  
 

A) Killing the turtle6 or casting the sharp harpoon at the hippopotamus.7  
 

B) Burning the bones and flesh of Seth in the Red Mountain in the texts of the 
Twenty-second nome, as part of the Procession of Hapi.8 The bones of the forces 
of chaos are destroyed by putting them in a fiery brazier.9 

C) Pouring water10 and providing mD-ointment11 where the priest or the king purifies 
the head and bones of the main deity during the daily rituals. 

D) In the hymns praising Horus of Behedty reflecting his triumph over his 
prototypical enemies.12  

E) Texts linked to Mehyt13 who rejuvenates bones.14  
F) All the hymnic material which invokes Osiris as an indication of triumphant 

resurrection and regeneration after death thanks to the collection of his bones by 
his sisters.15 

 
 

                                                            
1 Edfou, II, 22 (12), 286 (1); VII, 202 ( 13-14); II, 212 (17), 213 (1). 
2 At Dendera temple, Isis is said to have bones of white gold and flesh of real gold /electrum, Wilson, 
Ptol. Lexikon, 696. 
3 Edfou, II, 74 (7); IV, 273 (11); V, 27 (7); VII, 159 (6); VI, 66 (1); VI, 70 (1). 
4 This meaning is usually linked to the triumph of Horus over his enemies. Gardiner, JEA 30 (1944), 
23-60; Fairman., JEA 30 (1944b), 5-22. 
5 For more on this topic, Sauneron., BIFAO 60 (1960), 19-27; Manniche L., Sexual Life in Ancient 
Egypt, 1987; Morenz, Egyptian Religion. Trans. A. E. Keep, Ithaca, 1973, 183-184; See the same 
meaning in Edfou, I, 391, 2; 548, 6.  
6 Edfou, II, 74 (7). As the aspect of Seth, Cruz-Uribe, JARCE 45 (2009), 208. 
7 Edfou, III, 188 (8); II, 45 (5). One of the most common traditions during the Festival of Victory, 
Gaudard, F.,The Demotic Drama of Horus and Seth. Chicago: The University of Chicago, 2005; 
Simpson, W. K. (ed.), The Literature of Ancient Egypt, 117-8; Morgan, The Bull of Ombos: Seth & 
Egyptian Magic, 309. 
8 Edfou, V, 27 (7); IV, 39 (1). 
9 Edfou, I, 313 (18-19); IV, 2173 (11). 
10 Edfou, II, 213; V II, 53; 202 (13-14).  
11 Edfou, V, 185 (1). 
12 Edfou, I, 381; VI, 70; 66.  
13 A goddess can be assimilated with Isis and Hathor on the uraeus, see LGG, III, 371.  
14 Edfou, II, 212 (17); 213 (1). 
15 Edfou, I, 221. 
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DbA.[n.i] msw nw xftyw.k sAw.n.i qsw.f wSwS.n.i Tst.f dbdb.i iwf.f sam.i Trw.f.
 
[I] punish the children of your enemies, I break his bones, I smash his vertebrae, I cut 
up his flesh and I drink his blood
 
 

2. B
 

 

 
sd[.i] qsw.f irw m abb
 
[I] break all his bones with the harpoon
 
 

 

anx @r Hwn nb HD 
 
May Horus live, the child, lord of mace, who cuts off the heads and breaks the 
bones
 
 

 

 
nDty Hm.k m 
 
Take your 
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Genèse des Temples, 
and malevolent, UEE, 2010. Id, 
Egypt, 
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Leiden, 

3 The name of th
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106. 
5 Edfou, VII, 159 (6). 
6 Edfou, I, 559 (3).
7 Edfou, II, 74 (7).
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[I] punish the children of your enemies, I break his bones, I smash his vertebrae, I cut 
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By the king  
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revenge from your enemies, make firm your knife in his bones
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Wp n.f Tst.f

He has

 

Xbxb qsw n ksm.f anx @r Hwn
 
Who chops up the bones of his assailant, may Horus live, the child

Dw dSrt Xr Haw %tx Hr snb qsw.f im.sn.

The red 
them.

rdit qsw.f n imyt

I give his bones to 

Qsw.f m qq spy im.f

His bones in the fire, he will remain in it

biA qsw di.i aq m biA m msq.f

The cooper harpoon of the 
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Horus who harpoons Seth as a hippopotamus
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Ancient Egyptian Literature: 
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hidden
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4 Edfou, I, 381 (6).
burning of the hippopotamus beings.
5 Edfou, III, 188 (8). 
by the king.
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Wp n.f Tst.f 

He has opened his bones

Xbxb qsw n ksm.f anx @r Hwn

Who chops up the bones of his assailant, may Horus live, the child

Dw dSrt Xr Haw %tx Hr snb qsw.f im.sn.

The red mountain which contains the flesh of Seth, burning his bones which are in 
.3 

rdit qsw.f n imyt 

give his bones to 

Qsw.f m qq spy im.f

His bones in the fire, he will remain in it

biA qsw di.i aq m biA m msq.f

The cooper harpoon of the 
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Xbxb qsw n ksm.f anx @r Hwn

Who chops up the bones of his assailant, may Horus live, the child

Dw dSrt Xr Haw %tx Hr snb qsw.f im.sn.

mountain which contains the flesh of Seth, burning his bones which are in 

give his bones to the fire.4 

 

Qsw.f m qq spy im.f 

His bones in the fire, he will remain in it

 

biA qsw di.i aq m biA m msq.f 

The cooper harpoon of the bones, I make the harpoon
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Who chops up the bones of his assailant, may Horus live, the child

 

Dw dSrt Xr Haw %tx Hr snb qsw.f im.sn. 

mountain which contains the flesh of Seth, burning his bones which are in 

 

His bones in the fire, he will remain in it.

bones, I make the harpoon
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Who chops up the bones of his assailant, may Horus live, the child.2 

mountain which contains the flesh of Seth, burning his bones which are in 

his leather1. 

harpoon. The role of the king is similar to 
Triumph of Horus, 

Egyptian Temple, 115. Lichtheim

Edfou, V, 27 (7); IV, 39 (11). One spell mentions the mountain where Seth and his confederates were
Ancient Egyptian Literature
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This sentence specifically refers to the Hippopotamus form of Seth who
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mountain which contains the flesh of Seth, burning his bones which are in 
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3. B

ab.k smnx m qsw.f

your horn hacks his bones

smA sbyw n wDAt ir qsw.f m sbi

Slay the enemy of the wedjat eye and 

4. By Amun

Dd mdw di n.k sbyw.k mn.ti m aD rwD aD.k m qsw.sn

I give to you your enemies
bones

5. by Mehyt

di.i n.k xftyw.k xr m ax qsw sAw.sn rkH m ax

I make your enemies fall do
to burn up in the brazier

6. The gargoyle lions

wSa qsw n smAy

Eating the bones of the Evil One

 

                                        
1 Edfou, II, 45 (5). 
2 Edfou, VI, 73 (7). 
3 Edfou, III, 197 (6).
4 Edfou, I, 83 (18); II, 43 (15).
5 Edfou, I, 313 (18
6 Edfou, IV, 111 (6).
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By Horus of 

 

ab.k smnx m qsw.f 

your horn hacks his bones

smA sbyw n wDAt ir qsw.f m sbi

Slay the enemy of the wedjat eye and 

y Amun-Re 

Dd mdw di n.k sbyw.k mn.ti m aD rwD aD.k m qsw.sn

give to you your enemies
bones.4 

5. by Mehyt 

di.i n.k xftyw.k xr m ax qsw sAw.sn rkH m ax

I make your enemies fall do
to burn up in the brazier

The gargoyle lions

wSa qsw n smAy-nbD

Eating the bones of the Evil One

                                        
Edfou, II, 45 (5).  
Edfou, VI, 73 (7). This sentence specifically ref
Edfou, III, 197 (6).
Edfou, I, 83 (18); II, 43 (15).
Edfou, I, 313 (18-19).
Edfou, IV, 111 (6).
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Behdety 

 

 

your horn hacks his bones.2 

smA sbyw n wDAt ir qsw.f m sbi 

Slay the enemy of the wedjat eye and 

 

Dd mdw di n.k sbyw.k mn.ti m aD rwD aD.k m qsw.sn

give to you your enemies 

di.i n.k xftyw.k xr m ax qsw sAw.sn rkH m ax

I make your enemies fall down for you in the brazier
to burn up in the brazier.5 

The gargoyle lions 

 

nbD 

Eating the bones of the Evil One

                                                                                

This sentence specifically ref
Edfou, III, 197 (6). This sentence specifically refers to the pig as a form of Seth
Edfou, I, 83 (18); II, 43 (15). 

19). 
Edfou, IV, 111 (6). 
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Slay the enemy of the wedjat eye and make 

Dd mdw di n.k sbyw.k mn.ti m aD rwD aD.k m qsw.sn

 under slaughter;

di.i n.k xftyw.k xr m ax qsw sAw.sn rkH m ax 

wn for you in the brazier

Eating the bones of the Evil One.6 

                                        

This sentence specifically ref
This sentence specifically refers to the pig as a form of Seth

n Texts of Edfu Temple

make his bones in the fire

 

Dd mdw di n.k sbyw.k mn.ti m aD rwD aD.k m qsw.sn 

slaughter; I make your massacre strong in their 

 

wn for you in the brazier

                                                                                

This sentence specifically refers to Seth who
This sentence specifically refers to the pig as a form of Seth
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his bones in the fire.3

I make your massacre strong in their 

 

wn for you in the brazier and make the bones of their sons 

                                                                                

ers to Seth who is killed by Horus in a bull form.
This sentence specifically refers to the pig as a form of Seth

SHEDET (7) 

3 

I make your massacre strong in their 

and make the bones of their sons 

                                        

is killed by Horus in a bull form.
This sentence specifically refers to the pig as a form of Seth. 

2020 

I make your massacre strong in their 

and make the bones of their sons 

                                                  

is killed by Horus in a bull form. 
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7. By Wenhedj

Am.s tw m Hawt.k qsw.k m rn.s pfy mt nsrt

She burns you in your flesh and bones, in her name of 

B. Khnum of Esna creates the semen in/from bones

The creator god,
them able to impregnate their wives
the semen within 

 

baH.k idwt m mw m qsw

You inundate the women with semen in the bones

Ts mw m qsw r sxpr TAw ir swHt

Who establishes semen in the bones to create children and make egg

Ntf ir s? mw.f m qsw m Xt

He is the one who creates the semen in the bones in

C. The legend of Osiris

The following 
after death 
limbs

 

                                        
1 Edfou, VI
2 Sauneron, Blackman and 
1069. 
3 Edfou, IV, 298 (3
4 Edfou, V, 185 (1).
5 Edfou, III, 114 (7). For parallel texts
6  For 
Faulkner
Hailkal
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Am.s tw m Hawt.k qsw.k m rn.s pfy mt nsrt

She burns you in your flesh and bones, in her name of 

Khnum of Esna creates the semen in/from bones

The creator god,
them able to impregnate their wives
the semen within 

baH.k idwt m mw m qsw

You inundate the women with semen in the bones

Ts mw m qsw r sxpr TAw ir swHt

Who establishes semen in the bones to create children and make egg

Ntf ir s? mw.f m qsw m Xt

He is the one who creates the semen in the bones in

The legend of Osiris

following texts assert that the 
after death are ca
limbs and bones.6

                                        
Edfou, VI, 159 (14
Sauneron, Blackman and 

 
Edfou, IV, 298 (3-4).
Edfou, V, 185 (1). 
Edfou, III, 114 (7). For parallel texts

 more about their role through the songs
Faulkner, The Lamentations of Isis and Nephtys, in Mélanges Maspero, T
Hailkal, Two Hieratic Funerary Papyri of Nesmin, part two, translate
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Am.s tw m Hawt.k qsw.k m rn.s pfy mt nsrt

She burns you in your flesh and bones, in her name of 

Khnum of Esna creates the semen in/from bones

The creator god, Khnum, attaches 
them able to impregnate their wives
the semen within the womb. 

baH.k idwt m mw m qsw 

You inundate the women with semen in the bones

Ts mw m qsw r sxpr TAw ir swHt 

Who establishes semen in the bones to create children and make egg

 

Ntf ir s? mw.f m qsw m Xt 

He is the one who creates the semen in the bones in

The legend of Osiris 

texts assert that the 
carried out by 

6 Horus then

                                                           
159 (14-15).  

Sauneron, Blackman and Fairman suggested that 

4). 
 

Edfou, III, 114 (7). For parallel texts
more about their role through the songs

, The Lamentations of Isis and Nephtys, in Mélanges Maspero, T
, Two Hieratic Funerary Papyri of Nesmin, part two, translate
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Am.s tw m Hawt.k qsw.k m rn.s pfy mt nsrt 

She burns you in your flesh and bones, in her name of 

Khnum of Esna creates the semen in/from bones

attaches semen within
them able to impregnate their wives, thanks to

 

You inundate the women with semen in the bones

 

Who establishes semen in the bones to create children and make egg

He is the one who creates the semen in the bones in

texts assert that the triumphant resurrection and regeneration of Osiris 
rried out by his two divine 
Horus then buried these

                    

airman suggested that 

Edfou, III, 114 (7). For parallel texts, see Esna, II, 200 (10);
more about their role through the songs

, The Lamentations of Isis and Nephtys, in Mélanges Maspero, T
, Two Hieratic Funerary Papyri of Nesmin, part two, translate

                                                                      

The Religious Concepts of Bones 

 

She burns you in your flesh and bones, in her name of 

Khnum of Esna creates the semen in/from bones

semen within the bones of the husbands to make 
thanks to a stronger erection 

 

You inundate the women with semen in the bones.3 

 

Who establishes semen in the bones to create children and make egg

He is the one who creates the semen in the bones in the bodies

triumphant resurrection and regeneration of Osiris 
divine sisters Isis and Nephtys,
these in Edfu.  

airman suggested that qsw means 

see Esna, II, 200 (10); 356 ( 13); V, 176; 276, 12; V, 159. 
more about their role through the songs which were performed during the Feast of Osiris

, The Lamentations of Isis and Nephtys, in Mélanges Maspero, T
, Two Hieratic Funerary Papyri of Nesmin, part two, translate

                                                                       

f Bones in Texts of Edfu Temple

She burns you in your flesh and bones, in her name of Death Fire

Khnum of Esna creates the semen in/from bones2 

the bones of the husbands to make 
a stronger erection 

Who establishes semen in the bones to create children and make egg

the bodies.5  

triumphant resurrection and regeneration of Osiris 
Isis and Nephtys,

 the phallus. See Wilson, Ptol. Lexikon, 

356 ( 13); V, 176; 276, 12; V, 159. 
which were performed during the Feast of Osiris

, The Lamentations of Isis and Nephtys, in Mélanges Maspero, T.1, fasc.1, MIFAO, 66
, Two Hieratic Funerary Papyri of Nesmin, part two, translated and commentary, BAe
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Death Fire.1 

the bones of the husbands to make 
a stronger erection in order to ejaculate 

Who establishes semen in the bones to create children and make egg.4  

 

triumphant resurrection and regeneration of Osiris 
Isis and Nephtys, who collected his 

the phallus. See Wilson, Ptol. Lexikon, 

356 ( 13); V, 176; 276, 12; V, 159. 
which were performed during the Feast of Osiris

.1, fasc.1, MIFAO, 66
and commentary, BAe

SHEDET (7) 
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the bones of the husbands to make 
to ejaculate 

triumphant resurrection and regeneration of Osiris 
who collected his 

the phallus. See Wilson, Ptol. Lexikon, 

356 ( 13); V, 176; 276, 12; V, 159.  
which were performed during the Feast of Osiris. 

.1, fasc.1, MIFAO, 66, 34; 
and commentary, BAe, 52. 
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Ts.sn qsw.k iab.sn n.k iwf.k dmD.sn n.k awt.k

They joined your bones to you, they united your flesh and they joined your limbs

Dd mdw tp.k n.k iab.i n.k AxAx.k swab.i Hm.k sAb Swt @r

Your head is yours, I unite your bones, I purify your m
feathers, Horus

iab.i n.k tp.k qsw.k ab.k ab nTrw

I have united for you your head and bones to you, your purification is the gods 
purification

Dd mdw mn n.k tp.k iab.i n.k irt.k qsw.k

I give to you your head, I unite for

iab.i [.n] k tp.k iab.i n.k qsw.k ab sp 4

I have united, for you, your head, I have joined for you your bones, the purification is 
four times

di.i anx at.k rwD.k qsw.k wAD r st.sn

I cause

                                        
1 Edfou, I, 221 (5). 
Chassinat, E., Le Myst
of Sakar
2 Edfou
Egyptian Pyramid Texts., 87; Faulkner
3 Edfou, I, 170 (13).
4 Edfou, I, 77 (6).
5 Edfou,
6 Edfou, I, 371 (17).
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Ts.sn qsw.k iab.sn n.k iwf.k dmD.sn n.k awt.k

They joined your bones to you, they united your flesh and they joined your limbs

Dd mdw tp.k n.k iab.i n.k AxAx.k swab.i Hm.k sAb Swt @r

Your head is yours, I unite your bones, I purify your m
feathers, Horus.2 

iab.i n.k tp.k qsw.k ab.k ab nTrw

I have united for you your head and bones to you, your purification is the gods 
purification.3 

Dd mdw mn n.k tp.k iab.i n.k irt.k qsw.k

I give to you your head, I unite for

iab.i [.n] k tp.k iab.i n.k qsw.k ab sp 4

I have united, for you, your head, I have joined for you your bones, the purification is 
four times.5 

di.i anx at.k rwD.k qsw.k wAD r st.sn

I cause your limbs

                                        
Edfou, I, 221 (5). 

Chassinat, E., Le Myst
of Sakar, OR, 38, 1969, 37ff; Da

Edfou, III 22 (12). This concept can be traced back to the Pyramid T
Egyptian Pyramid Texts., 87; Faulkner

Edfou, I, 170 (13). 
Edfou, I, 77 (6). 

fou,VII, 53 (12-13).
Edfou, I, 371 (17). 
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Ts.sn qsw.k iab.sn n.k iwf.k dmD.sn n.k awt.k

They joined your bones to you, they united your flesh and they joined your limbs

Dd mdw tp.k n.k iab.i n.k AxAx.k swab.i Hm.k sAb Swt @r

Your head is yours, I unite your bones, I purify your m
  

 

iab.i n.k tp.k qsw.k ab.k ab nTrw 

I have united for you your head and bones to you, your purification is the gods 

Dd mdw mn n.k tp.k iab.i n.k irt.k qsw.k

I give to you your head, I unite for

iab.i [.n] k tp.k iab.i n.k qsw.k ab sp 4

I have united, for you, your head, I have joined for you your bones, the purification is 

di.i anx at.k rwD.k qsw.k wAD r st.sn

limbs to live, your sinew 

                                                           
Edfou, I, 221 (5). The different ceremonies of Osiris 

Chassinat, E., Le Mystère d'Osiris au 
, OR, 38, 1969, 37ff; Daumas
III 22 (12). This concept can be traced back to the Pyramid T

Egyptian Pyramid Texts., 87; Faulkner
 

13).  
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Ts.sn qsw.k iab.sn n.k iwf.k dmD.sn n.k awt.k 

They joined your bones to you, they united your flesh and they joined your limbs

Dd mdw tp.k n.k iab.i n.k AxAx.k swab.i Hm.k sAb Swt @r

Your head is yours, I unite your bones, I purify your m

 

 

I have united for you your head and bones to you, your purification is the gods 

 

Dd mdw mn n.k tp.k iab.i n.k irt.k qsw.k 

I give to you your head, I unite for you your eye and your bones

iab.i [.n] k tp.k iab.i n.k qsw.k ab sp 4 

I have united, for you, your head, I have joined for you your bones, the purification is 

di.i anx at.k rwD.k qsw.k wAD r st.sn 

, your sinew and bones strong in their places

                    
he different ceremonies of Osiris 
re d'Osiris au mois de Khoiak

umas, ChoiakFest, LÄ I, 959. 
III 22 (12). This concept can be traced back to the Pyramid T

Egyptian Pyramid Texts., 87; Faulkner, The Anci

n Texts of Edfu Temple

 

 

They joined your bones to you, they united your flesh and they joined your limbs

 

Dd mdw tp.k n.k iab.i n.k AxAx.k swab.i Hm.k sAb Swt @r 

Your head is yours, I unite your bones, I purify your m

I have united for you your head and bones to you, your purification is the gods 

you your eye and your bones

I have united, for you, your head, I have joined for you your bones, the purification is 

 

and bones strong in their places

he different ceremonies of Osiris may have 
mois de Khoiak, 90; Gaballa, A. G., Kitchen. K. A., the Festival 
, ChoiakFest, LÄ I, 959.  

III 22 (12). This concept can be traced back to the Pyramid T
, The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts
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They joined your bones to you, they united your flesh and they joined your limbs

Your head is yours, I unite your bones, I purify your majesty [by] the dappled of 

I have united for you your head and bones to you, your purification is the gods 

you your eye and your bones.

 

I have united, for you, your head, I have joined for you your bones, the purification is 

and bones strong in their places

may have happened the month of
, 90; Gaballa, A. G., Kitchen. K. A., the Festival 

 
III 22 (12). This concept can be traced back to the Pyramid Texts, see Allen,

ent Egyptian Pyramid Texts, 136. 

SHEDET (7) 

They joined your bones to you, they united your flesh and they joined your limbs

ajesty [by] the dappled of 

I have united for you your head and bones to you, your purification is the gods 

.4 

I have united, for you, your head, I have joined for you your bones, the purification is 

and bones strong in their places.6 

happened the month of
, 90; Gaballa, A. G., Kitchen. K. A., the Festival 

exts, see Allen, The Ancient 
, 136.  

2020 

They joined your bones to you, they united your flesh and they joined your limbs.1 

ajesty [by] the dappled of 

I have united for you your head and bones to you, your purification is the gods 

I have united, for you, your head, I have joined for you your bones, the purification is 

happened the month of Khoiak. 
, 90; Gaballa, A. G., Kitchen. K. A., the Festival 

The Ancient 
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ixt-n

the ointment to make your bones young

Wn.i n.k irty.k sS.i n.k

I open for you your eyes, I open for your [..], I unite your bones

D. The daily rituals 

The king as the highest priest in Egypt performs the ordinary daily purification rituals 
on the bones of the god by using water, ointment

In.i n.k tp.k ab.i n.k irty.k snTry AxAx.k Hna sxmw.k

I bring your head to you, I purify your eyes 
with your statues

di.i xpr qsw.k im r nSni

I make your bones safe

wAD nn swAD n.f Dt.k sAw n sA AxAx.k

This wadj amulet protects your bones, it is the protection that

Conclusions 

The 
by collecting his limbs/bones

                                        
1 Edfou,
of real gold
2 Edfou, V, 238 (10); 239 (4).
3 Edfou, VII, 202 (13
4 Edfou, I, 36 (6). For
5 Edfou, II
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n-HH r srnp HDw.k

the ointment to make your bones young

Wn.i n.k irty.k sS.i n.k

I open for you your eyes, I open for your [..], I unite your bones

The daily rituals 

The king as the highest priest in Egypt performs the ordinary daily purification rituals 
the bones of the god by using water, ointment

In.i n.k tp.k ab.i n.k irty.k snTry AxAx.k Hna sxmw.k

I bring your head to you, I purify your eyes 
with your statues

di.i xpr qsw.k im r nSni

I make your bones safe

nn swAD n.f Dt.k sAw n sA AxAx.k

This wadj amulet protects your bones, it is the protection that

Conclusions  

he excerpts of 
by collecting his limbs/bones

                                        
Edfou, II, 212 (17), 213 (1). At Dendera a statue of Isis 

of real gold / electrum
Edfou, V, 238 (10); 239 (4).
Edfou, VII, 202 (13
Edfou, I, 36 (6). For
Edfou, II, 286,1. 
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HH r srnp HDw.k 

the ointment to make your bones young

Wn.i n.k irty.k sS.i n.k [..] dmD n.i qsw.k 

I open for you your eyes, I open for your [..], I unite your bones

The daily rituals  

The king as the highest priest in Egypt performs the ordinary daily purification rituals 
the bones of the god by using water, ointment

In.i n.k tp.k ab.i n.k irty.k snTry AxAx.k Hna sxmw.k

I bring your head to you, I purify your eyes 
with your statues.3 

di.i xpr qsw.k im r nSni 

I make your bones safe from anger

nn swAD n.f Dt.k sAw n sA AxAx.k

This wadj amulet protects your bones, it is the protection that

excerpts of texts mentioned assert that the resurrection of Osiris 
by collecting his limbs/bones

                                                           
II, 212 (17), 213 (1). At Dendera a statue of Isis 

/ electrum, Dendera, III
Edfou, V, 238 (10); 239 (4). 
Edfou, VII, 202 (13-14). 
Edfou, I, 36 (6). For comparison, 
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the ointment to make your bones young

. 

[..] dmD n.i qsw.k  

I open for you your eyes, I open for your [..], I unite your bones

The king as the highest priest in Egypt performs the ordinary daily purification rituals 
the bones of the god by using water, ointment

In.i n.k tp.k ab.i n.k irty.k snTry AxAx.k Hna sxmw.k

I bring your head to you, I purify your eyes 

 

from anger.4  

nn swAD n.f Dt.k sAw n sA AxAx.k 

This wadj amulet protects your bones, it is the protection that

texts mentioned assert that the resurrection of Osiris 
by collecting his limbs/bones and together

                    
II, 212 (17), 213 (1). At Dendera a statue of Isis 

III, 43 (7-8). 

 see Faulkner, R.O, 

                                                                      

The Religious Concepts of Bones 

the ointment to make your bones young.1 

 

I open for you your eyes, I open for your [..], I unite your bones

The king as the highest priest in Egypt performs the ordinary daily purification rituals 
the bones of the god by using water, ointment, and amulet

 

In.i n.k tp.k ab.i n.k irty.k snTry AxAx.k Hna sxmw.k 

I bring your head to you, I purify your eyes for you and I make divine your bones 

 

This wadj amulet protects your bones, it is the protection that

texts mentioned assert that the resurrection of Osiris 
together, gave the breath of life to his body. This 

II, 212 (17), 213 (1). At Dendera a statue of Isis is said to have

see Faulkner, R.O, The Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts

                                                                       

f Bones in Texts of Edfu Temple

I open for you your eyes, I open for your [..], I unite your bones

The king as the highest priest in Egypt performs the ordinary daily purification rituals 
and amulet. 

 

you and I make divine your bones 

This wadj amulet protects your bones, it is the protection that protect

texts mentioned assert that the resurrection of Osiris 
gave the breath of life to his body. This 

is said to have bones of white gold a

The Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts
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I open for you your eyes, I open for your [..], I unite your bones.2 

The king as the highest priest in Egypt performs the ordinary daily purification rituals 

you and I make divine your bones 

protects your bones

texts mentioned assert that the resurrection of Osiris was carried out 
gave the breath of life to his body. This 

bones of white gold a

The Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts, I, 285.
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The king as the highest priest in Egypt performs the ordinary daily purification rituals 

you and I make divine your bones 

your bones.5 

carried out 
gave the breath of life to his body. This 

bones of white gold and flesh 

, I, 285. 
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may be a way of decoding the daily rituals performed for the statue of the main deity 
in order to bring his rejuvenation by water and ointment. This image can be seen 
when the creator god Khnum bestows semen concentrated in/from bones, to 
impregnate the womb and create a foetus as a new life.  

By contrast, destroying enemies was achieved by breaking, hacking, chopping, and 
burning their bones. This is understood as Seth burns his bones and flesh in the Red 
Mountain, where he was buried. However, according to the myth, Seth reconciled 
with Horus and was not destroyed.1  

The ritual of harpooning the hippopotamus implies that Seth was easily defeated by 
the king, who is the heir of Horus with regard to the throne of Egypt. Furthermore, 
the texts above assert the role of Horus in reuniting the limbs/bones of his father to 
his head. He joined his bones and purified His Majesty, the same way as Horus 
buried his father at Edfu.  

A vital sentence reflects the god's ability to destroy his enemies’ bones with his 
horns. This indicates the animal shape of the god as a strong ram or bull goring 
enemies with his horns. This is expressed in many instances: “I gore the one who 
attacks you with my horns”.2 Many gods had the title dm Hnty meaning “sharp of 
horns”.3 This evidence suggests interpreting the horns as elements forming parts of 
the atef crown. It may also be in the form of a cap with horns. In one inscription, 
Horus of Behdety is described as having “two great plumes united with horns on his 
brow”.4  

Furthermore, the pharaoh was known as “sharp of horns”.5 It is an essential element 
as it can be traced to the early expression of kingship on the Bull palette dating to the 
Naqada III period. It shows the reigning pharaoh as the heir of Horus in the form of a 
bull goring the bones of his defeated enemies. 

At Edfu, pouring water was performed to clean and remove the anger from the god's 
bones. Giving ointment rejuvenated bones of the gods. Furthermore, amulets were 
offered to protect the bones from risks.  

Finally, the texts discussed here initially reflected the struggle between the forces of 
order represented by Osiris, by Horus of Behdety and by the king (his successor) and 
the forces of chaos represented by Seth and his cohorts that were believed to threaten 
the security and stability of the Egyptian cosmos. 

                                                            
1 See Griffith, The Conflict of Horus and Seth, in: Gardiner, Late Egyptian stories, 37-66; Wente, The 
Conflict of Horus and Seth from Egyptian and Classical Sources by J. Gwyn Griffiths, JNES 22 (1963), 
273-276. 
2 Edfou, VI, 178 (10); see the same in Edfou, I 99 (9). 
3 Wb. V 448 (13). 
4 Edfou, IV, 8 (8).  
5 KRI II, 318,15. 
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